
used Phaco Machines

  

PRE-OWNED PHACO EMULSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

  

Refurbished, like new, patient ready!

  

What Other Doctors Say 

  

Thank you for helping us with the Infiniti for our center. You were patient and made sure we
got what we wanted.    

  

We installed it in our hospital and works excellent. I will want to buy more machines in the next
few months. 

  Sincerely,  Solongoo TS, Conogol Trade, LLC Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia  
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used Phaco Machines

    Alcon CENTURION®Vision System  The CENTURION®Vision System is the only intelligent phaco platform that dynamicallyoptimizes every moment of the cataract removal procedure. With a growing collection ofinnovations designed to provide improved patient outcomes, the CENTURION®Vision System sets a new standard in phacoemulsification technology. It is designed to optimizeevery moment of the cataract surgical procedure to improve patient outcomes            

    Alcon CONSTELLATION® Vision System  The Alcon CONSTELLATION® Vision System establishes the standard of surgical control.Combining ULTRAVIT ® High-Speed Vitrectomy Probes withDuty Cycle Control, Integrated Pressurized Infusion & IOP Compensation, Advanced XenonIllumination, and V-LOCITY ® EfficiencyComponents to deliver an exceptional level of performance.            

    Baush and Lomb Stellaris Phaco   The Premium Platform For Advanced Lens Surgery. The Stellaris Vision Enhancement Systemis designed to complement your surgical technique and exceed your patient’s expectations. Itenables sub-2 mm lens surgery through a flexible, hybrid approach to fluidics and advanced,ultra-efficient cutting dynamics.                
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used Phaco Machines

    Alcon INFINITI® Vision System  With 2.06 software. Featuring OZil® Intelligent Phaco software upgrades and torsionalemulsification. With enhanced fluidic management and surgical control, the INFINITI®Vision System delivers the strategic advantage in customized phaco procedures.                   

    Sovereign Compact  AMO Sovereign Compact Phaco unit was used very little and is in tip-top shape. We wentthrough it completely and operates to specifications. It is sold with 2 handpieces, remote, footswitch, user's manual, and factory AMO cart!            

  Sovereign Whitestar  AMO Signature Whitestar comes complete with 2 refurbished Ellipse handpieces. In excellentcosmetic condition and is operating at factory specifications.            For a Bigger Return on Your Investment  Call, text, WhatsApp: 949-362-1150  info@usedeyeequipment.com  
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